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PREVENT THE DEPORTATION AND MASS EXPULSION OF POLITICAL PERSECUTEES,
WHO DEMAND THE RIGHT OF ASYLUM
COMBAT THE STULTIFICATION AND BAITING OF THE WESTGERMAN POPULATION
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Foments The
During the last weeks and months ·Westgerman imperialism has been intensifying his
acts for strengthening German chauvinism
in the minds of the people. Racist and
fascist measures against freedom fighters
and politi£al persecutees in general who
are seeking asylum here, have been strengthened.
Now they propagate quite openly - what
they have done before a bit more ·silentlythe deportation of political persecutees
to their persecuting- countries by the Federal Bbrder Police and the Foreigner Police; now they are inciting the population
and are agitating dir·ectly against those
who believe in getting shelter from war
and political persecution in the Federal
Republic. The atmosphere of pogroms fomented by this already shows its ''success'':
assaults on refugee homes, happened at
last in Ergolding (Kreis Landshut), ''civil
militia'', which prevent the ''refugees
from taking up quarters" by using violencewhich is tolerated by the police. These
are no single cases but _, ·on the contrary,
they are ever more spreading.

rvhat Is a Political Persecutee ?
In the stultification and baiting propaganda
of Westgerman imperialism a lot of printer's
ink is used for bringing under the people the
difference between alleged "pio forma asylum
persons" and "political persecutees".
The lie exists that "political persecutees"
according to the "constitutional la1v" as well as
to international treaties solely means that the
person him/herself has been a member in a political organisation or- has, been poll tically
active and that's why he is persecuted. This
constricting and false construction shall serve
for keeping the number of political persecutees
as small as possible.
In reality_, however_, the notion of the political
persecutee implies that people are persecuted
out of political calculation _, whereby not only
thei'r expressedly political work is the reason
for persecution_, but also just racist_, religious_,
national and other points.
At the time of fli tleri te fascism every Jew was
persecuted out of racist reasons, and hej::;he was
persecuted politically_, independent of whether
hejshe personally tvas politically active or not.
The same is true today for the nationally persecuted Tamils or Kurds who are chased from the
politicians of the ruling classes in tlleir countries, tortured and murdered out of political
calculation, independent of whether they_ personally adhere to a political organisation or not.

The entire propaganda machine of Westgerman imperialism - a well oiled machinery
with means which would had made a Goebbels
green with envy - is bawling and purring,
inciting and ''suggests'': Close the borders and expBl the refugees ! The extent
of the propagandistic baiting surpasses
all the lies which has been told so far
from Westgerman imperialism. And parallel
to this machinery of stupefaction and
baiting
there is the daily deportation
to the torturing countries.

THE HYPOCRISY OF SOCIAL DEMOCRACY

For the superficial observer it may seem
as if the Social Democracy proceeds less
sharp than the CDU/CSU. But appearances
are deceptive. It was exactly the SPD-FDP
government under the leadership of the
former officer from the fascist Wehrmacht
Helmut Schmidt which in 198o and partiCularly in 1982 for the purpose of deterrence dramatically deteriorated the situation of those who wanted to claim their
right of asylum in Westgermany.
Work bai:l, limitation of the right for
free development, assembly camps, ghettos
etc. were carried through. At that time
it was Schmidt who showed a figure like
Kohl how to manage that.
The SPD only wants to deport 2oo.ooo till
3oo.ooo political refugees in a more silent, ''more effective'' way, without so
much press hustle and bustle. It should
FOR THE N.t1TTER OF PROFIT IVESTGERMAN INPERIALISN
GOES OVER DEAD BODIES - ·SONE FACTS OF LATE

Between 1981 and 1985 rvestgerman imperialism deli
vered military transport vehicles valued at ,6:3
billion DN to I r a q and at 6.1 billion DN to
I r a n . ("Die zeit"-Dossier_, 8.8.86)
Westgerman imperialism supports the fascists in
T u r k e y every 18 months 1vi th military aid
of 13o million DN. But only in 1985 e.g. 9oo
million UN were additionally paid ("TeL·ciim<ln" _,
4.12.85). In 1985_, "German armo'ury" delivered the
equipment for an armoured division in the value o
3.5 billion DN. ("FAZ", 4.3.85)
In spring 1986 an agreement between Turkey and th
Federal Republic was made concerning the production of tanks_, armoured cars_, war-ships and submarines ("FAZ" _, 6.5.86). In the beginning of 1986
they negotiated about deliVering 4o tactical aircrafts (Tornado) valued at 2-4 billion DN. ("1'AZ",
8.1.19861.

be an ''alternative'' to the turmoil from
CDU/CSU, according to the motto "quick
and ~ithout noise'' ! For the time being
all other things don't fit in the conception of the SPD because it is just in the
process of profiling itself as an alleged
''democratic'' and ''liberal' 1 alternative
to the CDU/CSU.
o But the alternative'cannot be: silent
o deportation with the SPD or noisy dea portation with the CDU. On the contraa ry, it must be fought f.or enforcing the
o right of asylum for political persecuo tees and preventing them from being dec ported to their persecuting countries
o as it is even forbidden in the Genevian
o Refugee Convention.

ONE OF THE ESSENTIAL CAUSES FOR
POLITICAL PERSECUTION IN THE WORLD:
THE CRIMES OF WESTGERMAN IMPERIALISM

Globally rising numbers of political persecutees, people who excape from civil
wars and fascist terror, all this is no
mere accident and also no by-passing-just some months lasting problem.
Behind that is a whole world system of
exploitation and oppression, where Westgerman imperialism has an important-roTe,
it is a system where the different imperial~st rivals shake hands with each
other whenever it is necessary to oppress
revolution. Behind that is a system,
where the different big imperialist powers compete with each other about whq
is able to oppress and exploit in a
better and more effective way also militarily ''his booty'', the countries dependent on him. Behind this is a system,
in which civil war is fomented by these
imperialist powers in the interest of
defending and enlarging their spheres
of influence, where fascist regimes are
propped and kept alive in order to better exploit the peoples and suppress
their resistance.·
While crying about ''a flood of asylum
refugees'' 1 they want to divert from these
facts. And it shall be diverted from the
fact that imperialism including Westgerman imperialism is guilty for that people
are forced to flee their home-countries in
order to escape from persecution and thei·r
certain death. Let us look at some countries a bit more closely, where those people come from who want to get asylum. They

